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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

AIMCO Introduces AcraDyne’s Gen IV ACE Controller 

Portland, Oregon, September 7, 2017 - Founded in 1970, AIMCO offers one of the most 

complete and comprehensive portfolios for the assembly and critical bolting industry’s in the 

world today, ranging from 1 – 12,000 Nm.   Providing fastening and bolting solutions to the 

Automotive, Aerospace, Energy Services, General Industry and the AG/Off Road industries.  

Because of the company’s outstanding service and its commitment as a total solutions provider, 

AIMCO has achieved award-winning status.  

AcraDyne, a division of AIMCO, has recently launched the new Gen IV ACE Controller, 

developed to be the core of the modular AcraDyne DC system.  AcraDyne’s new Gen IV ACE 

Controller is a single controller platform that commands all transducerized tools in the AIMCO 

portfolio. You now have the flexibility and freedom to control AcraDyne’s DC and Battery 

powered tools, as well as Uryu’s DC and Air powered tools. 

The Gen IV ACE Controller has the same, simple programming for all tool types. There is no 

additional controller training needed for different platforms (tool type specific knowledge is 

required). Additionally, it provides one common communication for your global data collection, 

line controls and fieldbus platforms.  

“The new controller, engineered and manufactured in the United States, is the result of 17-years 

of extensive research and design efforts in DC fastening systems, we now have one of the most 

complete systems in the industry worldwide” says AIMCO’s Vice President of Product 

Development and Technology, Len Demchak.  

The on-board software package is a comprehensive, user-friendly program that allows the user to 

add/edit parameter sets, view curve results in real time and provides programming and 

diagnostics for repair, calibration and advanced trouble shooting.  

The software is based on a standard web browser allowing you to connect the AcraDyne Gen IV 

ACE Controller with any computer, tablet or smart device.  Connect through Ethernet, USB, or 

wirelessly.  

AIMCO is ISO 9001: 2015 Certified. 
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